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Introduction

In the light of great advances in the machine learning discipline of object recognition on static images with deep convolutional networks (Krizhevsky et al.,
2012; Razavian et al., 2014; He et al., 2015), there has been an increasing interest in the analysis of video data in recent years (S. Ji et al., 2013; Wu et al.,
2015). These developments provide both the theoretical concepts and the technology that enable an analysis of animal behavior by video data from a machine
learning perspective. Such analysis can be divided into two major parts: (a)
the plain detection and tracking of the animal, comprising the estimation of the
body pose over time and (b) the detection and classification of its actions by
segmenting its motions into meaningful intervals that map onto goals or purposes (Eyjolfsdottir et al., 2016). Eyjolfsdottir et al. used a recurrent neural
network to derive information about (b) from (a) that predicts the future motion
of fruit flies while mapping inner states and representing high level behavioral
phenomena such as fly gender. The model proves that motion prediction is a
good auxiliary task for action classification, especially when training labels are
scarce.
As the neural system of honey bees comprises about four times more neurons
than those of fruit flies (Menzel and Giurfa, 2001; Shenai, 2003), they are capable
of more sophisticated behavior (Theobald, 2014) and therefore an appealing object of research that provides an opportunity to build upon Eyjolfsdottir et al.’s
scientific discoveries. In contrast to making use of an extracted trajectory, which
is already a simple abstraction of behavior, inputting raw video data depicts a
real world scenario with virtually no loss of information. This thesis refines
the approach of Eyjolfsdottir et al. to a future frame prediction framework for
video data capturing bee behavior in order to enable the detection of behavioral events such as waggle dances and trophallaxis and furthermore, try to gain
new insights on behavioral patterns of bees that go beyond those already well
investigated behavioral events.
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Related Work

A honeybee colony is a complex system that unfolds remarkable dynamics (Seeley, 1995; Bonabeau et al., 1997). The colony’s behavior comprises thousands of
individuals interacting mostly on local cues forming a complex society (Wario
et al., 2015). When trying to understand behavioral patterns of bees, both as
individuals and jointly as a collective with the help of machine learning techniques, the task needs to be looked at from two perspectives, the biological
aspect of bee research on one hand and the perspective of the rapidly advancing
field of self-learning systems and artificial intelligence on the other.
When it comes to bee research, the second half of the 20th century has been
impaired by the issue of data acquisition. Previously, in the case of the probably
most investigated behavioral event, the bee waggle dance (Von Frisch, 1967;
Seeley, 1995; Grueter and Farina, 2009), scientists were tied to either the realtime collection of data, or else its manual collection from recorded video material
(e.g., Visscher and Seeley, 1982; Richter and Waddington, 1993; Beekman et al.,
2004). Only recently there has been a shift towards the automation of bee
tracking, and thus, the automation of waggle dance detection (De Marco et al.,
2008; Landgraf et al., 2011).
The proposed BeesBook system (Wario et al., 2015) enables the continuous longterm tracking of honeybees inside the bee hive. It automatically records and
stores high-resolution images of tracks of uniquely identifiable bees. Its features
include software for recognizing and identifying uniquely marked bees, as well as
software for detecting waggle dances, dance-following behavior and trophallaxis
(Wario et al., 2015).
The extensive database acquired by the BeesBook system serves as a source of
unique video data depicting bee behavior for this thesis. Even though there
has been a lot of research on bee behavior already, many questions about the
bee waggle dance as well as other interaction patterns still remain unanswered.
This thesis attempts to gain new insights on bee behavior with a future frame
prediction framework, following the approach of Eyjolfsdottir et al. (2016) who
used an architecture adapted from recurrent neural networks for modeling the
behavior of fruit flies, simultaneously classifying actions and predicting future
motions.
The artificial intelligence research’s first approaches to video predictive learning
have mostly focused on synthetically generated video data, such as bouncing
balls or moving numbers with highly predictable future frames (Oh et al., 2015).
However, the prediction of complex real-world video sequences still remains an
open challenge, although progress has been made in recent years (Mathieu et al.,
2015; Finn et al., 2016; Kalchbrenner et al., 2016).
Tran et al. (2017) showed the eﬀectiveness of using three-dimensional convolutional networks to learn spatiotemporal features. By extending the formerly
often used 3D convolutional networks for video analysis to a video prediction
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framework, Liu et al. (2017) tried to tackle the anomaly detection problem, making use of a slight modification of the U-Net architecture (Ronneberger et al.,
2015).
Inspired by the success of convolutional networks in feature extraction of images
(Krizhevsky et al., 2012; He et al., 2015; Razavian et al., 2014) and the recent
breakthroughs in time series prediction (Sundermeyer et al., 2012: Graves, 2013;
Wen et al., 2015) based on the concept of LSTM networks (Hochreiter and
Schmidhuber, 1997) it is quite intuitive to think about a mixture of both when
it comes to video frame prediction, namely the sequential prediction of images.
Oh et al. (2015), as one of the first, suggested a combination of RNNs with
CNNs for spatiotemporal future frame prediction in Atari Games. Elaborating
this idea, Shi et al. (2015) then proposed the ConvLSTM network extending
the conventional LSTM network by plugging in a convolutional operation into
the recurrent connections. Instead of only forwarding one-dimensional data, the
ConvLSTM architecture enables three-dimensional input data. In the field of
precipitation nowcasting, with the goal of the prediction of future rainfall intensity, the ConvLSTM architecture has been successfully applied to one as well
as multichannel radar data (Shi et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2017). By introducing
Causal LSTM cells and Gradient Highways the PredRNN++ Wang et al. (2018)
further refines the basic LSTM cell to enable the prediction of consecutive future frames for the moving MNIST Dataset as well as the KTH Action Dataset
containing 6 types of human action. In 2016, Lotter et al. proposed the PredNet
inspired by the concept of “predictive coding” from the neuroscience literature
that also makes use of a ConvLSTM cell. Its architecture allows the prediction
of future frames in video sequences, both of synthetically generated video data
and real-world video data stemming from car-mounted camera videos from the
KITTI data set.
Following the recent advances of ConvLSTM networks and 3D convolutional
networks using the U-Net architecture in predicting the future in video data,
this thesis will make use of similar architectures in order to investigate it’s
abilities for bee behavior prediction and action classification.
However, the limitations of the success of previously applied future frame prediction models lay in the type of data that was used to build the models. Generally,
synthetically generated video data, e.g the moving MNIST dataset and video
data from video games tend to be easier to predict, since both have underlying, pre-programmed moving patterns, thus an accessible ground truth function
for neural networks to learn. Even weather radar data, assuming nature laws
follow concrete rules and equations of physics, have underlying structures and
patterns that might be less complex than bee interaction in the collective behavior of thousands of individual bees. Solely the KITTI dataset and the KTH
action dataset are depicting a real-world environment of movement. However,
the challenging task of future frame prediction on bee behavior consists of learning an animal’s basic behavioral patterns without any supervision.
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Implementation
Data

The database of the BeesBook system contains the annual tracking data of an
entire bee colony. At the beginning of every season the bees get tagged manually
by a decodable marker making it possible to track its position in the beehive at
almost any time. To make this possible, the thin, cuboid-shaped beehive gets
filmed by four individual cameras, two for each face. The pre-built database
table the thesis makes use of contains information about successfully tracked
paths of bees. A single track consists of the corresponding frame IDs, the
camera ID and the positional data of the tracked bee, as well as the orientation
value, which gives information about the bee’s current body rotation angle. A
single track usually lasts from a few seconds up to some minutes, depending on
the ability to track down the bee in the beehive.
To access the grayscale video database of the whole beehive, the pipeline provided in the BeesBook backend is used. The class Frameplotter is able to return
a pre-cropped image placing the tag of the bee in the center of the image when
providing the cropping coordinates as well as the frame ID. With the Frameplotter class and the coordinates from the tracking database table it is possible
to extract the corresponding frames per track.
When preparing the dataset, several problems arise. Due to the large surface
of the beehive, which is covered by four individual cameras, the exposure of
diﬀerent areas in diﬀerent frames varies a lot. Therefore all extracted images
are normalized in regards to the contrast and the lightness by applying the
histogram equalization algorithm CLAHE (Pizer et al., 1987).
To avoid an overfitting on the markers during the training procedure of the
neural network (e.g. to prevent the machine from learning the markers “by
heart”), a mask is applied to all extracted images replacing the tag of the bee
by a gray circle. The value for the gray circle is calculated by the mean pixel
value of some hundred sampled images.
Another issue that could impede the success of the machine learning task is that
the tracks contained in the tracking database table can have time gaps of one
or several frames. To tackle this issue, a linear interpolation is applied for the
missing values of the coordinates and rotation angles over all time gaps t smaller
equal 2, filtering out tracks with more than a maximum of two consecutively
missing frames. By making use of another database table all consecutive time
steps with the corresponding frame ID were extracted, in order to interpolate
the tracking data for the missing frames. Since an exact interpolation cannot
be guaranteed, the interpolation limit is chosen to be t smaller equal 2 avoiding
too much additional noise on the dataset.
Since Convolutional Networks are not rotation invariant, it is inevitable to normalize the rotation angle of the bees in every frame in beforehand. By making
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use of the orientation value, all pre-copped images get rotated such that the bee
is pointing towards the north before cropping the frame a second and final time.
Unfortunately, the orientation values are not as accurate as the coordinates are.
To lower the impact of outliers in the orientation values, a gaussian filter is
applied to each track to smooth its orientation values and reduce possible noise.

Fig. 1: Example for the cropping process for one normalized frame in a data sample (track)
of the data set.

In the final dataset, each data sample represents a three dimensional datapoint.
It consists of a time series of n consecutive frames of a certain frame size of width
w and height h [n=16, w,h=(200,200)]. The corresponding label has the same
shape. In a more simple model, each next time step in a data sample could be
interpreted as the label for the current time step and an explicit label for each
time step in the data sample is obsolete. Therefore, in order to force the network
on learning the actual movement (and behavior) of the bee, an additional label
is generated to capture the bee’s movement between the current time step and
the next time step. Let t be the label of a data sample x that depicts a time
series of length n. To generate the i-th position of the label t, the same cropping
coordinates and rotation angle that were used to generate xi will be applied to
the next frame xi+1. This lets the bee move inside the same image and does
not require any further normalization of the images in the label. That way, the
current time step in the label ti and the next time step in the data sample xi+1
represent the same bee in the same video frame, but with diﬀerent cropping
coordinates and a diﬀerent rotation angle.
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Fig. 2: Example of one timestep of a data sample and its explicit label. It can be seen that
the bee moves from the middle to the upper right in one time step.

To assure that the dataset is coherent, it is necessary to filter out tracks that
got tracked close to the borders of the cameras, otherwise the BeesBook backend
is not able to crop the frames such that the bee is centered. Additionally, all
tracks with a very heavy movement, such that one of the time steps in the label
will not be able to capture the whole body of the bee, because the bee moves
out of the cropping area, need to be filtered out as well. To prevent filtering
out important events such as dance events, tracks of 26 already labeled events
were checked with the satisfying result of a filtration rate of 0.0%. None of the
important events seem to take place in the outer regions of the beehive.
Eventually the generated data samples are saved in a HDF5 file format divided
into three diﬀerent types of datasets according to their individual variance of
the rotation angle over the time dimension. This is done to possibly pre-train
the networks with the highest variance dataset to focus on actual movement
only, rather than allowing the networks to cut short by just reproducing the
very last image of the track, when training on tracks with little movement.

3.2

Loss Functions

The future frame prediction task requires the estimation of many individual
pixel values using regression techniques. In the paradigm of regression the most
applied loss functions are either the L1 (MAE) loss or L2 (MSE) loss. For the
dataset of bee behavior it is necessary to crop the images such that possible
interactions between the bees are still captured while also putting a higher
focus on the behavior of the bee. To meet those requirements a weighted mask
is introduced, favoring the center of the bees body and reducing the impact
of the outer regions of the image. In order to weight the loss function it gets
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multiplied with a gaussian kernel, heavily weighting the bees center in an oval
shape giving more impact to events happening in the close surrounding of the
bee.

Fig. 3: The left picture shows the weighted mask that is applied to calculate the weighted
MSE loss. Yellow means multplication by 1, dark blue means multication by 0. In
the right picture the importance of certrain regions of the generated image for the
calculation of the loss can be seen.

In the experiments a weighted L2 loss function and a weighted SSIM loss function are used. In contrast to the MSE which estimates the absolute error the
structural similarity index measure (Zhou Wang et al., 2004) is a perceptionbased model putting a higher focus on the inter-dependencies of pixel that are
spatially close.

3.3

Models

In the experiments two mayor architectures are used: 3D convolutional networks
and the above described ConvLSTM networks.
(1) 3D convolutional networks
3D-ConvNet multi-temporal output: A simple 3D convolutional network architecture composed of 5 layers with ReLUs (Glorot et al., 2011), kernel size 3
and padding 1 for spatial dimension. In the first and last layer the temporal
dimension with kernel size 3 and padding 1 is allowed to see information from
neighboring time steps, while the other convolutional layers will not gain any
additional temporal information due to kernel size 1. Since the network does
not reduce the temporal dimension to one, only the last activation of the temporal axis is used as the prediction in order to match the two-dimensional spatial
target (the last time step of the unlabeled data sample) for computing the loss.
The filter size used is 32.
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3D-ConvNet single-temporal output: A more complex multilayered 3D convolutional network composed of 12 layers using ReLUs divided into pairs of two.
Each pair consists of one layer doubling the filter size while halving the temporal dimension by stride 2, eventually mapping the temporal dimension to one,
and a second layer preserving the shape of the input in the output. Mapping
the temporal dimension to one makes it easier to compute the loss between the
network’s output and the target. The network’s initial filter size is 16, the kernel
size is 3 and 3D batch norm is used.
3D-ConvNet using U-Net architecture for single-temporal output: A 3D convolutional network that makes use of the U-Net architecture by extending it to
the temporal dimension. The downsampling part remains the same as in the
original paper, stacking 5 layers of downsampling until the temporal dimension
has converged to one. In the upsampling part only the spatial dimensions get
upscaled while the temporal dimension remains the same. When concatenating
the deconvolutional activation with the activation of the layer with the same
filter size in the downsampling part, a maxpooling over the temporal dimension
is applied such that the temporal dimension gets mapped to one. The final
activation of the network is the two-dimensional future frame prediction. The
initial filter size used is 32.

Fig. 4: Architecture of the 3D-ConvNet in U-Net shape with filter size 32. Purple: The
convolutional layers use padding 1 to preserve the shape of the input. Gray: The
parameter T equals the temporal dimension of the corresponding level, such that
the pooling layer maps it to one and enables the concatenation with the upscaled
activations, e.g on level 2 the parameter T is 8, on level 3 it is 4. Figure adapted
from U-Net paper (Ronneberger et al., 2015).
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(2) ConvLSTM networks
All ConvLSTM models make use of the ConvLSTM cell proposed by Shi et al.
(2015). The convolutional layers used inside the cells have kernel size 3, while
the cells have 64 channels in the hidden state. To map the multiple output
channels to one, two 3D convolutional layers with ReLUs and kernel size 3 and
padding 1 for the spatial dimension as well as kernel size 1 and padding 0 for
the temporal dimension are applied to the ConvLSTM’s output. The training
loss is computed over the outputs of all time steps, setting as a target either
the next time step or the generated labels of the data samples. All ConvLSTM
models share most of the above mentioned hyper-parameter, with only small
changes in the basic architecture.

Fig. 5: The ConvLSTM cell. Figure adapted from Sautermeister (2016).

ConvLSTM simple: A simple version of the ConvLSTM network with no additional parameter.
ConvLSTM with Resblock: The convolutional layers to map the output channels
of the LSTM network to one are replaced by residual blocks (He et al., 2015)
with the same kernel size and padding.
ConvLSTM 2-layer: Two layers of ConvLSTM layers are stacked, in order to
gain more complexity.
ConvLSTM PreResblock: A simple convolutional network with Resblocks with
hidden layer filter size 32 is concatenated with the ConvLSTM model.
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Evaluation

In order to evaluate the quality of learning, and to compare diﬀerent models, a
naive loss is introduced as an evaluation metric. For the test set the naive loss is
calculated by interpreting the last image of the video sequence as the prediction.
Only reproducing the last image might be a shortcut solution, which the model
could choose to reduce the training loss. In the experiments, the goal is to
improve the naive loss as much as possible. When training diﬀerent models
with the weighted SSIM loss, it appears impossible to improve the naive loss
by more than 10%, indicating an optimization with the weighted SSIM to be
ineﬀective. Thus, the following experiments only focus on a model fitting that
uses the weighted MSE loss, where improvement rates could hit around 30%.
In the beginning, the experiment was divided into two parts, one of which
making use of the explicit label and one only implicitly interpreting the next
frame as the label for the current one. All models were trained with a joined
dataset containing all variance classes, preserving an equal balance between
tracks with little or no movement and tracks with stronger movement. In the
real distribution of the variance classes the tracks with little or no movement
outweigh by 70%. By adding more stronger moving tracks, it is expected to
prevent the model from learning the naive solution. Before the training, all
images were downscaled from 200x200 pixel to a more adequate size of 64x64 to
meet the computational capacity of the computers. During the first training run
the models were trained for 50 epochs long with in-between validations between
two epochs, leading to an early break if 10 continuous validations could not
improve the best validation score in order to prevent the model from overfitting.
Tab. 1: Results of first training run on the validation set. Column “Improvement” in respect
to the naive loss. Mt. o. = multi-temporal output. St.o. := single-temporal output.

without explicit label
3D-ConvNet mt. o. simple
3D-ConvNet mt. o. complex
3D-ConvNet st. output
3D-ConvNet st. o. U-Net
ConvLSTM simple
ConvLSTM PreResblock
ConvLSTM 2-layer
ConvLSTM with Resblock
with explicit label
ConvLSTM simple
ConvLSTM PreResblock
ConvLSTM 2-layer
ConvLSTM with Resblock

Min MSE

Improvement

SSIM

PSNR

0.003296
0.003285
0.003301
0.003218
0.003256
0.003247
0.003267
0.003238

33,12%
33,35%
33,02%
34,70%
33,93%
34,11%
33,70%
34,29%

0.4570
0.4571
0.4491
0.4694
0.4624
0.4627
0.4614
0.4594

2466.7
2174.0
1878.9
2379.1
2469.7
2601.9
2619.0
2657.1

0.002793
0.002765
0.002763
0.002743

29,06%
29,76%
29,81%
30,33%

0.5725
0.5780
0.5746
0.5814

2822.1
2896.2
2882.8
2941.7
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The results for the validation set in table 1 show that the weighted MSE loss
is a good choice for fitting models to predict the future frames in video data.
The models with the highest improvement of the naive loss for the validation
set also have the best or one of the best scores for the structural similarity index
measure (Zhou Wang et al., 2004) as well as for the peak signal to noise ratio
(Huynh-Thu and Ghanbari, 2012). When comparing the SSIM and PSNR of
the labeled and the unlabeled learning tasks, it is apparent that by introducing
an explicit label the focus on the actual movement of the bee is reinforced.
In average, both measures improved about 20%, suggesting that the predicted
images and the real targets are more similar, thus, the models have an easier job
predicting the surroundings, such as combs or other bees, leaving more capacity
for the desired task of predicting the actual behavior of the bee.
Interestingly, the best scores of the 3D Convolutional architectures and the
ConvLSTM architectures only diﬀer slightly. It can be assumed that both styles
of architecture find similar patterns in the training data and are able to learn
the same structures.
While all 3D Convolutional models stopped the training earlier due to the dropout validation, some of the ConvLSTM models could continue learning. During
a second run the very best ConvLSTM models are examined. The two most
promising architectures as well as a mixture of both, a 2Layer Resblock ConvLSTM network, are trained for 150 epochs with the same validation drop-out.
Tab. 2: Results of the second training run with the best performing models on the validation
set.

without explicit label
ConvLSTM 2-layer
ConvLSTM with Resblock
ConvLSTM 2-layer Resblock
with explicit label
ConvLSTM 2-layer
ConvLSTM with Resblock
ConvLSTM 2-layer Resblock

Min MSE

Improvement

SSIM

PSNR

0.003248
0.003235
0.003216

34,10%
34,35%
34,75%

0.4678
0.4652
0.4684

2599.7
2528.8
2776.0

0.002737
0.002722
0.002714

30,47%
30,85%
31,07%

0.5844
0.5836
0.5871

2939.6
2985.2
3007.4

The results for the validation set of the second run prove the current state of sciences, which can be adapted and also shown in the future prediction framework,
suggesting that the Resblock architecture for convolutional networks achieves
the best results.
When comparing the predicted images of the best networks, namely the 3DConvolutional U-Net for the unlabeled data set and the ConvLSTM 2layer Resblock for the labeled data set, it is apparent that the networks are learning
more than only reproducing the last image of the track. Still, the results are
not completely satisfying. It can be clearly seen that with more movement the
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bee itself, but even more so its surrounding, become very blurry, whereas with
little movement, the predicted image is still relatively sharp and examinable by
the human eye. The blurriness suggests either the inherent uncertainty of the
network when predicting the next frame or else arises due to the impossibility of
learning the required task. This could have several reasons, such as the applied
method does not work properly, the desired task is impossible to learn or data is
just not accurate enough. The latter, for example, could correspond to the very
small frame rate of the video camera. A frame rate of 3fps might not be suﬃcient for the models to make sense of the bee’s moving patterns. Another aspect
possibly adding too much noise on the training data could be inaccurate values
in the database, in particular those of the orientation values. Even though they
have already been treated in the data sampling process, the performance of the
normalization might be still not good enough.

Fig. 6: Example frames for the original target frame and its prediction for the best two
models.

Since the prediction of a high resolution image did not work flawlessly, but
the models apparently learned something much better than the naive loss, an
analysis of the hidden states of the ConvLSTM network and the bottom of the
3D U-Net network can suggest, whether the model has learned something useful
in regards to action classification.
To better examine what happens inside the hidden states, correctly labeled
tracks that either capture the events of trophallaxis or waggle dance were added
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to the data set. The extended data set got forwarded through the pre-trained
model in order to extract the activations of the hidden states. To reduce the
activation vector of shape 64x64x64 the mean values of the neurons of the second and third dimension representing the pixel values of width and height got
calculated, only leaving a one-dimensional vector of size 64. Then, the averaged
activations were clustered by firstly reducing the space to 50 components using
PCA (Wold et al., 1987) and further applying the t-SNE algorithm (van der
Maaten and Hinton, 2008) to reduce the dimensionality to two. When plotting the dimensionality reduction, there are two apparent clusters that mostly
consist of tracks with heavy movement. Interestingly, all labeled tracks that
contain a trophallaxis event are only tightly clustered into two regions. Examining the unlabeled tracks that were clustered into that same region, none
of them actually depicts a trophallaxis event, but all appear to be depicting a
trophallaxis-like movement with either another bee vertically facing the bee or
heavy movement of the sensors and the body of the bee while staying around
the same comb.

Fig. 7: Visualization of the hidden states of the best ConvLSTM network after applying
t-SNE. Blue: tracks with little or no movement at all (low variance). Yellow: tracks
with medium movement (medium variance). Red: tracks with strong movement
(high variance). Green: tracks labeled as trophallaxis events. Purple: tracks labeled
as dance events.

A similar result can be obtained when examining the bottom anchor of the UNet architecture in a 8-filter U-Net. While the temporal dimension is already
mapped to one, an additional pooling layer is added to further reduce the 4x4
activation block of width and height to one, only leaving 256 filter of a 1x1x1
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vector. After repeating the same cluster procedure, all trophallaxis events are
clustered tightly into two regions as well. The little diﬀerence to the ConvLSTM
hidden states is that a bigger amount of individual clusters on the whole data
set is apparent, while there are still clusters that consist of tracks with strong
movement only, like in the hidden states of the ConvLSTM network.
Applying the same procedure to the tracks depicting dance events shows less
unambiguous results. The dance tracks are broadly spread over many clusters.
Though, in contrast to the trophallaxis event, a 16 frame track might not be
enough to capture the whole event, making it possible that diﬀerent parts of the
waggle dance get captured in diﬀerent tracks, leading to the broad spreading
over the whole space.

5 Discussion and Future Work
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Discussion and Future Work

The experiment shows that the task of predicting future frames in a realistic
environment remains an open challenge. Especially generating a high resolution
image of a video sequence seems to challenge even state-of-the-art neural network architectures. To further investigate how reasonable the discoveries about
the inner states’ representations are, it is necessary to acquire more labeled data
about trophallaxis events and waggle dance events. By using the additionally
acquired labeled data, the hidden states of the models could serve as a simple classifier to either predict or classify a certain behavioral event. Further
investigations could also include examining in detail the clusters of the hidden
states for similarities in the video sequences of the tracks. It could be possible
that diﬀerent, so far not-yet-well investigated behavioral events could appear to
be clustered in diﬀerent areas of the space. To optimize the generated future
frames, the quality of the data set could be improved by implementing cameras
with a higher frame rate or improving the BeesBook backend in order to make
the orientation values more accurate. Finally, utilizing a GAN loss on top of
the weighted L2 loss could improve the quality of the outputted images.
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Fig. 8: More example frames for the original target frame and its prediction.
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Fig. 9: Comparison of a complete track showing a trophallaxis event and two unlabeled
tracks that were clustered into the same “trophallaxis” cluster.

